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The alkaliâ€“silica reaction (ASR), more commonly known as "concrete cancer", is a swelling reaction that
occurs over time in concrete between the highly alkaline cement paste and the reactive non-crystalline silica
found in many common aggregates, given sufficient moisture.. This reaction causes the expansion of the
altered aggregate by the formation of a soluble and viscous gel of sodium ...
Alkaliâ€“silica reaction - Wikipedia
Brutalist architecture flourished from 1951 to 1975, having descended from the modernist architectural
movement of the early 20th century. The term 'Nybrutalism' (New Brutalism) was originally coined by the
Swedish architect Hans Asplund in 1950 to describe Villa GÃ¶th in Uppsala. Architects Alison and Peter
Smithson introduced the term "Brutalism" to the English-speaking world in the early 1950s.
Brutalist architecture - Wikipedia
arXiv:gr-qc/9712019v1 3 Dec 1997 Lecture Notes on General Relativity Sean M. Carroll Institute for
Theoretical Physics University of California Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Lecture Notes on General Relativity - arXiv
Christopher Bollyn is a well-travelled writer and an investigative journalist who has done extensive research
into the events of September 11, 2001, the conflict in Middle-East and the health effects caused by exposure
to depleted uranium.
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Use our advanced search page; Browse our curated A-Z index of terms and topics or see our automated list
of website topics; Search frequently asked questions or submit a question; Go to the EPA home page
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Among the criticisms raised against this tradition are that human searchers, their interaction with the system,
their interpretation of the query, and their process-formed relevance judgments were factors excluded from
these experiments.
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